Enhanced photoluminescence due to lateral ordering of GeSi quantum dots on patterned Si(001) substrates.
Multilayer ordered GeSi quantum dots (QDs) with thin Si spacers were obtained via self-assembly on pit-patterned Si(001) substrates. The lateral ordering of GeSi QDs predetermined by the periodic pit pattern results in remarkably improved size uniformity in comparison with random QDs on flat substrates. A much stronger and narrower photoluminescence (PL) peak from ordered QDs were observed than that from random ones, particularly at high excitation power. Such enhanced PL signal was attributed to the high density of states and the uniform distribution of excitons in the ordered and uniform QDs, which can efficiently suppress the Auger effect and the Coulomb screening effect. Moreover, anomalous narrowing of the PL peak from the ordered QDs with the excitation power was observed, which was explained in terms of distributed feedback associated with the periodic stacked GeSi QDs.